
GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATIONGEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Basic geographical information compiled during this project includes towns,Basic geographical information compiled during this project includes towns,
road network, rivers system and the locations of springs.road network, rivers system and the locations of springs.

EO-MINERS: Earth Observation for Monitoring and ObservingEO-MINERS: Earth Observation for Monitoring and Observing
Environmental and Societal Impacts of Mineral ResourcesEnvironmental and Societal Impacts of Mineral Resources

Exploration and ExploitationExploration and Exploitation
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The EO-MINERS demonstration site in Kyrgyzstan focuses on the MakmalThe EO-MINERS demonstration site in Kyrgyzstan focuses on the Makmal
gold mine and associated processing facilities in the Kazarman region.gold mine and associated processing facilities in the Kazarman region.

LOCATIONLOCATION

Four different types of satellite dataFour different types of satellite data
were acquired for the demonstrationwere acquired for the demonstration
site.site.
The datasets differ in terms ofThe datasets differ in terms of
properties such as level of detail theyproperties such as level of detail they
show, the size of area they cover andshow, the size of area they cover and
the energy or wavelength regions theythe energy or wavelength regions they
represent.represent.
Since these types of satellite data haveSince these types of satellite data have
different properties, their usage can bedifferent properties, their usage can be
complimentary in providing a widecomplimentary in providing a wide
variety of information about the Earth'svariety of information about the Earth's
surface (e.g. geology, vegetation, etc).surface (e.g. geology, vegetation, etc).

SATELLITE IMAGERYSATELLITE IMAGERY

The EO-MINERS project (Earth Observation for Monitoring and Observing Environmental and Societal Impacts of
Mineral Resources Exploration and Exploitation) is running with financial support from the European Commission
under the Seventh Framework Programme, FP7-ENV-2009-1, Grant Agreement No 244242.
Whilst this product is realised to the best of our ability using the available resources, the producers are not liable for its
content or consequences arising from its use.
For more information regarding this product and the EO-MINERS project please visit www.eo-miners.eu.
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FRAMEWORKFRAMEWORK

All of the dataset presented here can be combined to produce a cadastralAll of the dataset presented here can be combined to produce a cadastral
map or other useful types of maps. Such maps can be produced usingmap or other useful types of maps. Such maps can be produced using
computer software known as a Geographical Information System (GIS).computer software known as a Geographical Information System (GIS).

COMBINING INFORMATIONCOMBINING INFORMATION

Three types of elevation data were acquired for the demonstration site. These compriseThree types of elevation data were acquired for the demonstration site. These comprise
digital elevation models (DEMs) derived using spaceborne instruments.digital elevation models (DEMs) derived using spaceborne instruments.
The datasets differ in terms of the level of detail they show and the size of area they cover.The datasets differ in terms of the level of detail they show and the size of area they cover.
Detailed elevation data (i.e. WorldView II) is ideal for local studies, while less detailed dataDetailed elevation data (i.e. WorldView II) is ideal for local studies, while less detailed data
(i.e. ASTER, SRTM) is often more suitable for regional studies because it covers a larger(i.e. ASTER, SRTM) is often more suitable for regional studies because it covers a larger
area.area.

ELEVATION DATAELEVATION DATA

Kazarman, KyrgyzstanKazarman, Kyrgyzstan
CADASTRAL INFORMATIONCADASTRAL INFORMATION

THEMATIC INFORMATIONTHEMATIC INFORMATION
Datasets providing information about specific issues were also obtained for theDatasets providing information about specific issues were also obtained for the
demonstration site. These include a land-use/landcover map and maps showing thedemonstration site. These include a land-use/landcover map and maps showing the
risk of landslides and seismic activity.risk of landslides and seismic activity.

A variety of datasets has been acquired for the EO-MINERSA variety of datasets has been acquired for the EO-MINERS
demonstration site in Kyrgyzstan. These include satellitedemonstration site in Kyrgyzstan. These include satellite
imagery, road network information, a land-use map andimagery, road network information, a land-use map and
elevation data. Many of these datasets provide informationelevation data. Many of these datasets provide information
that may be useful beyond the scope of the EO-MINERSthat may be useful beyond the scope of the EO-MINERS
project. Here, a selection of these datasets is presented,project. Here, a selection of these datasets is presented,
showing how these different datasets can be combined toshowing how these different datasets can be combined to
produce cadastral maps.produce cadastral maps.
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